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a b s t r a c t 

Industrial Espionage (IE) is an umbrella term covering a complicated range of activities per- 

formed to gain competitive advantages, resulting in a huge amount of financial loss annu- 

ally. Currently, techniques generated by rapid developments of Internet of Things (IOTs) and 

Data Science are enabling a massive increase of both frequency and power of IE related ac- 

tivities in our increasingly challenging global commercial environment. Thus, an in-depth 

understanding of IE is necessary. In this paper, we report a comprehensive Systematic Lit- 

erature Review (SLR) of current English literature on IE. Particularly, we systematically: i) 

identify key features of IE by analysing its current definitions, and coin our own working def- 

inition; ii) discuss the current state of research on IE from different academic disciplines; 

iii) highlight some key challenges in the current state of research on IE; and iv) identify 

some possible trends in its future development. Further, based on our findings, we call for 

more multi-disciplinary/multi-agency research on IE in order to construct a comprehensive 

framework to combat IE. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Most commercial research, by its very nature, is to gain a
competitive edge. In the increasingly fierce global commer-
cial competition, every organisation is faced with the issue
of seizing extremely transient market opportunities to gain
profit, market leadership, or even political power. The utili-
sation and protection of trade secrets and intellectual prop-
erty are key to the success for enterprises. Currently, with
the development of information technologies; especially In-
ternet of Things (IoTs), big data and their related data sci-
ence techniques, intelligence gathering becomes much easier,
more powerful, and thus intensively competitive. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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The intensive competitiveness, driven by high profits and
propelled with advanced techniques, has resulted in many de-
viant and even criminal activities. Some of these activities,
such as data breaches, are usually covered by the term of
Industrial Espionage (IE). According to Verizon’s annual Data
Breach Investigations Reports ( Verizon, 2019 , 2018 , 2017 ), most
data breaches are committed with the intention of finan-
cial gain and espionage. In August 2016, Cybersecurity Ven-
tures predicted that by 2021, the annual global cost of cyber-
crime will be more than $6 trillion, up from $3 trillion in 2015
( Cybersecurity Ventures, n.d.). This prediction stands still in
its 2020 Official Annual Cybercrime Report (ibid.). Considering
the extent of financial loss (among other commercial and legal
damages), it is necessary to distinguish unacceptable business
ort.ac.uk (V. Wang). 
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ractices from acceptable ones by clarifying the two much- 
ebated business practices of Industrial Espionage (IE) and 

ompetitive Intelligence (CI). 
Both terms – Industrial Espionage (IE) and Competitive In- 

elligence (CI) – do not have standard definitions. These are de- 
ned differently by different individuals under the influence 
f various factors. For many, legality and ethics are the two key 
actors (e.g., Androulidakis and Kioupakis, 2016 ; Vashisth and 

umar, 2013 ; Jameson, 2011 ; Rothke, 2001 ; Kovacich, 2000 ). Ille- 
al intelligence gathering activities are covered under the um- 
rella term of IE; whereas legal and ethical ones are covered 

nder the umbrella term of CI. For example, Black’s law dic- 
ionary ( Garner, 2004 ) defines IE as one company’s spying on 

nother to steal trade secrets or other proprietary informa- 
ion; whereas the Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Pro- 
essionals (SCIP) (n.d.) – a CI professional and international or- 
anisation – defines CI as a systematic and ethical program for 
athering, analysing and managing external information that 
ontributes to the strategic management process in enter- 
rises. To add more complexity, culture difference is a key fac- 
or that influences how intelligence gathering is viewed; and 

hen conducting business with other cultures, individuals 
ould naturally use means of intelligence gathering that are 

egarded as acceptable in their own cultures ( Schwartz, 2012 ; 
orris et al., 2000 ; Bonthous, 1994 ). 

Further, individuals might even consider illegal means of 
nformation gathering (defined by other, and even their own,
ation-states) as acceptable since these means would benefit 
heir own national/domestic entities ( Trim, 2002 ). This could 

e escalated to the extent of considering IE as a convention 

 Solitander and Solitander, 2010 ) and CI as a euphemism for 
E ( Hill and Pemberton, 1995 ). To counter the convention, the 
CIP has developed guidelines and a comprehensive code of 
onduct for all members to observe ( SCIP, 2020 n.d.). Neverthe- 
ess, the boundary between CI and IE remains unclear in some 
xtreme cases of CI, in which unethical information gath- 
ring still exists ( Reinmoeller and Ansari, 2016 ; Crane, 2005 ; 
right and Roy, 1999 ). Thus, each legal case of IE costs both 

ides a significant amount of energy, time and money. For ex- 
mple, in 2006, Fakro – a Polish manufacturer of roof windows 
nd accessories – started its complaint against Velux for un- 
air competition. More than a decade later, the European Com- 

ission rejected its complaint ( European Commission, 2018 ).
gain, in 2018, Uber settled with Waymo for 0.34% of Uber eq- 
ity – about $244.8 million in stock – according to the Uber’s 
72 billion valuation ( Toren, 2018 ). 

Of course, the number of revealed industrial espionage 
ases are only the tip of an iceberg ( Androulidakis and 

ioupakis, 2016 ); and the actual financial cost is hard to be 
ccurately estimated due to a number of factors. For example,
n most cases, it takes months, even years, to be noticed by 
he victims ( Verizon, 2018 , 2014 ). Further, victims of industrial 
spionage are often extremely unwilling to report incidents; 
nd tend to reach for out-of-courts settlements with their ri- 
als ( Toren, 2018 ; Waziri and Yerima, 2011 ; Crane, 2005 ). In this
ay, they could avoid the exposure of their incompetence and 

rade secrets, and thus the potential undermining of client 
nd shareholder confidence ( Reinmoeller and Ansari, 2016 ; 
right and Roy, 1999 ). However, the financial cost of IE could 

e estimated from various reports. For example, the Centre for 
trategic and International Studies (CSIS) has published three 
eports to reveal the rapid increase in terms of financial dam- 
ge of cybercrime and cyber espionage ( Lewis, 2018 ; CSIS, 2014 ;
ewis and Baker, 2013 ). The Economic Impact of Cybercrime 
nd Cyber Espionage 2014 report estimated that cybercrime 
nd economic espionage could cost the world more than $445 
illion annually ( CSIS, 2014 ). Four years later, in its 2018 re-
ort, the estimation increased – by $100 billion – to be $545 
illion ( Lewis, 2018 ). Certainly, IE could result in not only direct
ut also indirect damages (e.g., future of the enterprises and 

tolen customers) ( McKown, 2017 ) that are hard to estimate.
hus, it is unrealistic to count on legal measures to restore 

osses from industrial espionage; instead, awareness should 

lay an important role in preventing activities of industrial es- 
ionage ( Kahn, 2019 ; Spindell, 2013 ). 

In this research, we review current literature available on 

ndustrial Espionage (IE) to i) systemically analyse its key fea- 
ures in order to distinguish IE from CI; and ii) identify fu- 
ure research challenges in IE. Findings from the research 

ould i) enhance business security, by promoting the devel- 
pment and application of data protection policies in terms of 
oth business and client data; ii) provide an in-depth under- 
tanding of IE for researchers; iii) and encourage communica- 
ions and collaborations on the research area of data security 
mong key sectors, e.g., industry, commerce and academia.
n this way, on the one hand, businesses would be able to 
trengthen their international competitiveness in the increas- 
ngly challenging global commercial environment. On the 
ther hand, academic research and debates on IE will help to 
acilitate technological advancements, and good practices and 

echniques in security. The remainder of this paper is organ- 
sed as follows. After this introductory section, Section 2 in- 
roduces our research methodology, i.e. Systematic Literature 
eview (SLR). Section 3 presents various definitions of IE in or- 
er to isolate its key features. Section 4 discusses the current 
tate of research in the subject area; highlights some of the 
ey challenges; and identifies some possible trends in its fu- 
ure development. Section 5 concludes this research and high- 
ights some potential areas for further investigation. 

. Research methodology 

n this research, we follow the guidelines proposed by 
itchenham and Charter (2007) to conduct our own System- 
tic Literature Review (SLR). In Kitchenham and Charter (2007) ,
he general steps of the SLR methodology consist of three 

ain phases: i) planning the review; ii) conducting the review; 
nd iii) report the review. The tasks performed in each phase 
ere described below. 

.1. Planning the review 

he main goal of this SLR is to gather a thorough understand- 
ng of IE, including the current state of IE research and any un-
olved challenges in the subject area. Therefore, the following 
esearch questions have been formulated to achieve our goal.

1) How is IE defined in existing literature? 
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Answering RQ1 could help to identify the common agree-
ments and disagreements in existing definitions. 

2) What are the key features that distinguish IE from CI? 

Answering RQ2 can help to clarify these terms and to mit-
igate confusion. 

3) Are there any special features of IE that make combating it
difficult? 

Answering RQ3 can help to recognize key challenges and
suggest areas for further research. 

Instead of analyzing an exhaustive collection of studies
across numerous perspectives, we decided to focus on these
that were closely related to the research questions. To this end,
the literature search strategy was performed based on the fol-
lowing principles. 

First, regarding the source of the literature, three on-
line databases, Emerald Insight, Scopus and Springer were
queried. Those databases were chosen due to their widely
respected academic rigor and social impact. Further, refer-
ences of the selected search results were examined to make
sure that no study was missed. In addition, common internet
search engines, e.g., Bing and Google, had been utilized to dis-
cover articles and government reports that were not indexed
in digital libraries. 

Secondly, it is crucial to define an appropriate scope and
to identify key concepts. The combination of search strings
used to identify relevant studies in the literature search were
formulated as follows: 

“industrial espionage” OR “business espionage” OR “corpo-
rate espionage”

OR “commercial espionage”. 

Thirdly, a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria was devel-
oped to ensure that only high-quality articles were included
in this review. These inclusion criteria were: 

1) Papers must be selected from journals, conference pro-
ceedings and book chapters; 

2) Papers published between 2000 and 2020 were preferred;
and 

3) Papers must be clearly related to the research questions. 

These exclusion criteria were: 

1) Any paper not available to download was excluded; 
2) Any paper not in English was excluded; and 

3) Any preliminary paper of its already included complete
version was excluded. 

The process of literature evaluation was performed using
the following criteria to ensure quality control: 

1) The findings of a paper must provide a valuable contribu-
tion to the research questions, i.e. offering clarifications to
existing debates in terms of definitions and understand-
ings; raising new issues in current techno-social contexts;
or proposing innovative suggestions; 
2) The contents of a paper must still relevant and useful, es-
pecially considering the rapid development in technology
and recent changes in relevant circumstance; and 

3) A paper must not demonstrate any obvious bias that af-
fects its reliability and validity, i.e. having a well-balanced
source from a well-respected organisation with robust evi-
dence to support its arguments; and stating clearly its con-
texts and limitations. 

For example, in their paper 15 years ago, Desouza and
Vanapalli (2005) investigated knowledge security protocols
in five DIS (Defence and Intelligence Sectors) organizations.
However, due to the rapid technological and social changes
over the past 15 years, these data were no longer applicable.
Therefore, their paper was excluded. 

2.2. Conducting the review 

The database search was conducted on 25 April 2020. The
combinations of strings were searched in the title, keywords
and abstract of all academic papers in the three online
databases identified above. The searches led to the identifi-
cation of 1310 papers, and those were entered into a Microsoft
(MS) Excel sheet. The process of reference look-up identified
an addition of 104 papers that was subsequently added to the
MS Excel sheet. After elimination of duplicates, 1395 papers
composed the initial data set to be analysed. Next, the set of
inclusion and exclusion criteria was performed, resulting in
a remainder of 117 papers. Further, 43 papers were removed
based on our criteria to ensure quality control. Finally, 74 pa-
pers were identified as the final set of primary studies for this
SLR. Of course, other papers befitting inclusion criteria 1 and
3 but were not published between 2000 and 2020, were used
when necessary. 

2.3. Report the review 

The distribution of our selected previous research outputs, de-
rived from their publication sources, is shown in Fig. 1 . Most
research outputs to be considered in this study were published
in academic journals and conferences. Further, there were few
outputs published in government and technical reports, books
and book chapters. 

The overview of the citation counts of the selected out-
puts are demonstrated in Fig. 2 . The citation statistics were
obtained through Scopus, Springer, ResearchGate, and Google
Scholar. Out of the 74 selected previous research outputs, 63
were cited by other sources. Among these 63 outputs, only a
few had more than 30 citations; whereas the rest had fewer
than 30 citations, even none at all. Nevertheless, as the ma-
jority of the selected outputs were published in recent years,
their citation rates are expected to increase. 

3. What is industrial espionage? 

As mentioned in the introductory section, the two much-
debated business practices – Industrial Espionage (IE) and
Competitive Intelligence (CI) – need to be clarified in order
to distinguish unacceptable activities from acceptable ones.
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Fig. 1 – The distribution of sources of research outputs. 

Fig. 2 – The citation counts of the selected outputs. 
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E is an interdisciplinary subject without a standard defini- 
ion ( Button, 2020 ; Wimmer, 2015 ). As compared with IE, first 
ormally introduced in 1980 ( Porter, 1980 ), CI is a more estab- 
ished concept. Yet, there are still contradicting views towards 
t among different researchers. For some, it is a slow devel- 
ping and still relatively new research area in business (e.g.,
riporas, 2019 ). For others, it is one of the fastest growing fields 
n the business world (e.g., Plessis and Gulwa, 2016 ). 

Conceptually, CI can be considered both as a process and 

 product ( Yin, 2018 ; Priporas et al., 2005 ). More specifically,
t is a process that transforms ethically and legally collected 
nformation into actionable intelligence in order to obtain a 
ompetitive advantage to the enterprise ( Pellissier and Nen- 
helele, 2013 ; SCIP, n.d.). At the same time, it is also the final
roduct of the process; simply put, the actionable intelligence 
bout the external business environment ( Yin, 2018 ; Muñoz- 
añavate and Alves-Albero, 2017 ). Aspinall (2011) divides CI 

nto two types: i) human intelligence that is publicly unavail- 
ble intelligence gathered from human source (e.g., discus- 
ions with stakeholders); and ii) public intelligence that refers 
o intelligence that is accessible to the public (e.g., business 
eports, patents, media info, etc.). 
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For Boulouard et al. (2018) , two key features that distin-
guish CI from IE are: i) the sources of information come from
environments that are external to businesses; and ii) the
methods of information gathering are legal and ethical. Dis-
agreeing with Boulouard et al. (2018) , for Button (2020) , IE uti-
lizes both legal and illegal means. He lists a set of activities
that are covered by the umbrella term of IE – from the least
to the most in terms of illegality – these activities are: i) open
source intelligence; ii) reverse engineering; iii) hiring employ-
ees of competitors; iv) dumpster diving; v) cultivating insiders;
vi) illegal surveillance; and vii) hacking (ibid.). Of course, the
list is useful. Yet, it is hard for any business to determine pre-
cisely the legality of any activities above, especially when deal-
ing with an increasingly international and virtual business en-
vironment. Further, when the law fails to regulate complicated
activities, ethical issues come into stage, making things even
more muddled and confused. 

All these have made defining IE very difficult and current
definitions of it very much varied, thus hindering research in
the subject area. Current definitions that are more relevant to
the present research are conveniently set out in Table 1 below.
Even these definitions are wide-ranging since they are coined
based on different disciplinary contexts. As a result, some of
these are too broad (e.g., economic espionage and CI); whereas
others only focus on some specific features of IE. 

Upon a careful review and analysis of the 15 current more
relevant definitions of IE in Table 1 , we have observed that ev-
ery one of these definitions has at least emphasised one of
the following four features. These are i) method; ii) intent; iii)
actor; and iv) nature. Further, each of these conditions is de-
rived from at least one of the current definitions in Table 1 . Of
course, since current definitions of Industrial Espionage (IE)
are often confused with these of Competitive Intelligence (CI),
in our derivation of these conditions, we have also used ideas
in current definitions of CI. These four features with their con-
ditions are: 

1) Method – It is a process of systematically gathering,
analysing and managing sensitive information, including
trade secrets, operational information, intellectual prop-
erty, etc., without permission of the owner of the informa-
tion. 

2) Intent – Its intention is to use the information acquired to
i) gain competitive advantage; or ii) sell to interested indi-
viduals and/or groups. 

3) Actor – It is usually conducted by an individual or an orga-
nization. 

4) Nature – It qualifies as an illegal and unethical activity. 

We have subsequently coined our own working definition
of IE: 

An activity could only be considered as – Industrial Espi-
onage (IE) – if and only if, for all four features of IE, each
feature satisfies its own condition. 

This working definition would work as a framework to
guide our current examination of the current state of research
on IE and identify its key challenges. Of course, this is only a
working definition – an analytical construct – that serves its
purpose in this particular context of research. It might poten-
tially limit our scope of thinking, but based on the limited lit-
erature available, it is the best tool at the time of our research.

4. Research challenges 

Globalization and new technology have revolutionised the
methods used to perform activities of IE. In the past, IE
makes use of methods, including theft of laptop and others,
malicious software, electronic surveillance, corrupt practices
( Sinha, 2012 ; Jones, 2008 ). Since the emergence of new tech-
nologies and devices (e.g., big data with AI, blockchain tech-
nologies, smart devices, etc.) the ways of perpetrating IE have
been revolutionised ( Camacho et al., 2019 ; Miller et al., 2018 ;
Patel et al., 2017 ). However, resistance to change organisational
policies and practices is a common phenomenon in today’s
business organisations, which leads to the formulation of or-
ganisational policies and practices always lagging behind the
evolution of attacks ( Greitzer et al., 2014a ). Therefore, it is es-
sential to examine the current state of research on IE; and
identify its key challenges. 

Next, we conduct such an examination from two main per-
spectives: i) human factors in IE; and ii) technical approaches
in IE. Of course, the examination is linked to our working defi-
nition of IE with its four features in Section 3 above. In terms of
Method , the feature extends to both human factors and tech-
nical approaches in IE, including various management tech-
niques and IT design. Regarding Intent , it is mainly related
to human factors. Of course, these human factors are deeply
embedded in various technical designs of diverse intrusion
detection/prevention software, e.g., insider attacker detection
mechanisms. Concerning Actor , this feature is mainly asso-
ciated with human factors of IE. Certainly, different actors
would naturally adopt various technical approaches. Relat-
ing to Nature , as we have mentioned in the Introductory Sec-
tion, culture difference is a key factor that influences percep-
tions of illegality and ethicality in terms of business practices
(e.g., Schwartz, 2012 ). In this section, this feature is mainly
discussed in association with our discussion of insiders. Un-
questionably, varying perceptions of illegality and ethicality
would naturally lead to different technical approaches and
tools. More than ever, currently, obvious differences between
local cultures, and thus illegality and ethicality are having sig-
nificant impacts on businesses practices in different contexts
globally. In Section 4.1.1 Insiders, we would touch on these
as we discuss organisational culture as organisational cul-
ture arises from local culture/context (e.g., Vashisth and Ku-
mar, 2013 ). 

4.1. Human factors in IE 

Human factors could be the weakest link in managing infor-
mation security ( Ashenden, 2018 ; Cheng et al., 2013 ) due to
the complexity of human nature. Individual behaviour can in-
fluence many factors, such as security authentication and ed-
ucation, policies and procedures, and invasion techniques…
Thus, the influence of human factors in IE is a multidisci-
plinary research area, which merits deeper exploration. Un-
fortunately, more focus has been given to technological ap-
proaches of IE; whereas little attention has been paid to hu-
man factors. 
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Table 1 – Key definitions in literature that are more relevant to this research. 

Perspectives Definitions Citations 

Business Ethics “Industrial espionage is essentially a form of commercial intelligence gathering, 
usually, but not exclusively, on the part of industry competitors.”

Crane, 2005 , p. 233 

Commercial “Economic espionage (also government espionage) is a government’s efforts to 
collect information, appropriate trade secrets, and steal knowledge ( Nasheri, 2005 ). 
Industrial espionage is the same, but without direct government involvement.”

Søilen, 2016 , p. 52 

Investigative “…industrial espionage is generally defined as an individual or private business 
entity sponsorship or coordination of intelligence activity conducted for the 
purpose of enhancing their advantage in the marketplace.”

The United States 
Federal Bureau of 
Investigations (FBI, 
xxx) cited in 
Kovacich, 2000 , p. 
326 

Legal “One company spying on another to steal trade secrets or other proprietary 
information.”

Garner, 2004 , p. 1651 

Legal “Industrial espionage refers to the clandestine obtaining of a company’s trade 
secrets or other confidential information without permission and for nefarious 
motives.”

Jameson, 2011 , p. 290 

Legal “Industrial espionage is the same as economic espionage, except that rather than 
benefiting a foreign government, it benefits another private entity.”

Wagner, 2012 , p. 1040 

Psychological “Corporate espionage essentially describes illegal and unethical activities 
undertaken by organizations to systematically gather, analyse and manage 
information on competitors with the purpose of gaining a competitive edge in the 
market.”

Vashisth and 
Kumar, 2013 , p. 83 

Risk 
Management 

“Espionage is defined as the access to sensitive information without obtaining 
approval by the holder of the information ( Crane, 2005 ). It is organized by foreign 
intelligence services (governmental espionage) or by corporations (industrial 
espionage) ( Reisman, 2006 ) and it is executed by human experts (agents) in a 
specific target field that are able to distinguish between mundane information and 
information that is relevant for own organizational purposes ( Kaperonis, 1984 ).”

Thorleuchter and 
Van den Poel, 2013 , 
p. 3432 

Security “the use of, or facilitation of, illegal, clandestine, coercive or deceptive means by a 
private sector entity or its surrogates to acquire economic intelligence”. 

Porteous, 1994 cited 
in Holmström, 2010 , 
p. 21 

Security “Generally speaking, however, the terms “industrial espionage,” “economic 
espionage,” or “corporate espionage” are all used when spying is conducted for 
commercial or business purposes and not purely national security purposes. 
Economic espionage is often used to refer to spying conducted or orchestrated by 
governments and it is usually international in scope. The terms industrial or 
corporate espionage are more often more intra-national and occur between 
companies or corporations who are competitors. Business espionage can include 
both sectors when the government is directly involved in the business sector, and, 
again, this happens in many places around the world.”

Wimmer, 2015 , p. xiv 

Security “Unlike the “traditional” espionage that is conducted for national security purposes, 
the practice of collecting confidential information without authorization from its 
owner for commercial or financial purposes is called industrial, corporate, 
commercial, or economic espionage.”

Androulidakis and 
Kioupakis, 2016 , p. v 

Security 
Management 

“…industrial espionage is undertaken by companies that ‘are incapable of 
competing in a straightforward, normal manner’.”

Trim, 2002 , p. 7 

Security 
Technology 
Research 

“Industrial espionage, also known as corporate or business espionage, is spying that 
is conducted for commercial rather than national security purposes. However, it 
may be carried out by governments, companies and by other types of private 
organizations such as pressure groups. In the most straightforward cases, it is 
corporations spying on competitors to gain a market advantage, which probably 
entails the theft (or copying) of trade secrets and/or confidential or valuable 
information for use. In less commonly reported or understood scenarios, it may be a 
government spying on a corporation to gain information that will be of benefit to its 
own national military, industrial or commercial base.”

Jones, 2008 , p. 7 

Technological “Industrial espionage in the high-tech environment may be either focused on 
gaining information relating to a particular organization or may be a more general 
collection of useful corporate information that can be sold to interested groups or 
individuals.”

Sutherland and 
Jones, 2008 , p. 3 

US government “Industrial espionage is defined as activity conducted by a foreign government or by 
a foreign company with direct assistance of a foreign government against a private 
US company for the purpose of obtaining commercial secrets. This definition does 
not extend to activity of private entities conducted without foreign government 
involvement, nor does it pertain to lawful efforts to obtain commercially useful 
information, such as information available on the Internet. Although some legal 
actions may be a precursor to clandestine collection, they do not constitute 
industrial espionage.”

Annual Report to 
Congress on Foreign 
Economic Collection 
and Industrial 
Espionage 
( NCSC, 2000 ) 
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4.1.1. Insiders 
The easiest way to capture a strong fortress is from within;
and an insider could be anyone who has access to assets
and/or sensitive information of the targeted organization. Al-
most 85% of cases of espionage are committed in cooperation
with insiders ( Dokko and Shin, 2019 ; Wright, 2017 ). 

Combating insider threats requires the incorporation of
different aspects involving individuals, technologies, and their
related environments. It is not easy to create such an effec-
tive and coherent cyber ecosystem to detect, monitor and
mitigate insider risks. The complexity of insider threat re-
search requires a series of theories and approaches, includ-
ing threat modelling; enterprise security policy and architec-
ture; human governance strategies; insider vulnerability as-
sessment; and security awareness; etc. ( Omar, 2015 ; Al Hogail
and Mirza, 2014 ; Brancik and Ghinita, 2011 ). 

Methods of both behavioural analytics and technologi-
cal measures are active areas in insider threat research.
These methods include, for examples, personality traits
( Greitzer et al., 2014b ); data-centric threat detection combined
with continuous monitoring of an intellectual property repos-
itory with advanced behavioural analytics ( Warren, 2015 ); per-
colation model of a rule-based working environment to exam-
ine activities of normal individuals and insiders ( Kepner et al.,
2015 ); and human governance mechanism, such as orga-
nizational ethical climate and information security culture
( Wong et al., 2019 ). 

Vashisth and Kumar (2013) assert that unethical be-
haviours of insiders could be influenced by personality char-
acteristics (e.g., having unmet goals, money problem, lack
of loyalty, ideology, compromise, ego strength, and field ex-
perience); organisational and societal factors (e.g., leader-
ship, reward systems, codes of conduct and norms, and cul-
ture); the interaction between individual factors and situa-
tional factors within organisations (e.g., reinforcement, obe-
dience to authority, responsibility for actions, role taking);
and the social interactions within the organisation (e.g., who
are close to unethical actors will behave unethically). Sub-
sequently, these psychological approaches could be used
to assess the probability and quality of insider threats –
"individuals are neither good nor bad but have the poten-
tial for both under the right circumstances" ( Vashisth and
Kumar, 2013 , p. 86). Further, ethics should be deeply embed-
ded in organisational cultures and policies to reduce the risk
of IE. 

Ho and Warkentin (2017) identify three key challenges in
current insider threat research. These are: i) lack of an ade-
quate theoretical framework to collect real-time behavioural
data; ii) evidence of imperceptible insider threat activities is
typically hidden and hard to collect; and iii) no reliable method
or instrument to study the trustworthiness of privileged users.
To respond to these challenges, they have conducted an ex-
perimental design using online games to simulate an insider
threat scenario for predictive behavioural research ( Ho and
Warkentin, 2017 ). Differing from Ho and Warkentin’s work re-
lying on trustworthiness of spies, Rizzo et al. (2018) use be-
havioural measures, such as emotional indicators, to detect
betrayers after the act of betrayal. 

In terms of human factors in IE, most studies are carried
out in psychology. Thus, previous research on insider threat
from technical measures is very limited. Zhang et al. (2018) ap-
ply an unsupervised deep learning network model using the
behaviour logs of insiders to improve the detection rate of in-
sider threats. There are also calls for work from other perfec-
tives. For example, Lee et al. (2020) point out that besides stud-
ies on insider threats to information systems, more research
is needed to improve the professional expertise of police in-
vestigators to effectively deal with cases of IE. 

4.1.2. Techniques to combat computer crime 
Techniques applied as useful supplements have been adopted
into countering IE from the fields of criminal profiling and dig-
ital evidence discovery. 

In terms of criminal profiling, IE related research is very
limited. Lee (2015) proposes that techniques of behavioural
and investigative data profiling can be applied to identify i) the
source of information leakage; and ii) deterrent effects of the
subsequent legal actions that can help to prevent future IE re-
lated activities. Nevertheless, empirical evidence had demon-
strated that the accuracy of results of criminal profiling is only
about 75% (ibid.). At the time of conducting this review, no sub-
sequent research has been found in this area. 

Approaches in digital forensics can be modified into prac-
tical methods; and subsequently used by Incident Response
Teams of organisations to deal with information security
issues (e.g., Dokko and Shin, 2019 ; Chu et al., 2016 , 2011 ).
Jiang and Li (2019) discover that since 2013, digital forensics
researchers have been focusing on cloud computing, IoTs, big
data, and construction of the automatic, efficient and intelli-
gent forensic system to produce better techniques. Currently,
the tools and technologies in the field of digital forensics are
means to fit within the IoT infrastructure, ameliorating issues
caused by this infrastructure. These include huge volumes of
data; heterogeneous data formats; diversity of devices; low
computational capability; the application of encryption tech-
nology; the complexity of cloud storage; and limitations of
laws and regulations ( Alenezi et al., 2019 ; Basuchoudhary and
Searle, 2019 ; Jiang and Li, 2019 ; Scanlon et al., 2015 ). 

Of course, further research is required to improve the tools
and techniques. For example, Luciano et al. (2018) point out
that existing cyber forensics tools are highly impractical, and
incapable of adapting to changes and evolution of technol-
ogy in the industry. This is due to the fact that cyber foren-
sics often involves the collaboration of multiple disciplines,
which requires the creation of standardized criteria, espe-
cially in terms of the development and application of policies,
ethics and tools (ibid.). Nevertheless, multi-disciplinary/multi-
agency working requires the sharing of information, which
could be problematic. For example, Alenezi et al. (2019) appeal
against the sharing of information and experience on anti-
forensics techniques from private sectors and governments,
since a well-established anti-forensics data pool would nat-
urally enrich the knowledge on tactics and measures used by
cybercriminals and attackers, and thus potentially hampering
computer investigations. 

4.1.3. Management and administration 

In theory, any organization should have a guidance for IE
countermeasures covering all its business activities, trans-
actions, and operational methods ( Sinha, 2012 ). However,
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stablishing any appropriate and effective guidance is chal- 
enging. For example, when examining the rhetoric of Star- 
ood’s confidentiality agreement and its code of business 

onduct exposed in an IE lawsuit in which Starwood Hotels 
ued Hilton Hotels, Jameson (2011) points out that its employ- 
ent agreement is written by lawyers to protect the interests 

f the corporation, thus it emphasizes narrowly its own self- 
nterest. By contrast, the company’s own publicized ‘code of 
thics and business conduct’ contains much broader ethical 
alues to inspire employees. Jameson (2011) , thus, points out 
hat enterprises should adopt a consistent ethical stance in 

heir espoused and enacted ethical values, and raises the two 
ey questions as follows: 

1) What can be done to minimize the sharp contrasts be- 
tween ethical values of one enterprise? 

2) What if it is clearly written in the employment agreement 
regarding the prohibition of information leakage from em- 
ployees, and the use of improperly obtained information 

about competitors? 

Harrer and Wald (2016) state that enterprise security, con- 
erned with the physical integrity, health and survival of em- 
loyees, is an essential component of management control,
ut it is often ignored. Consequently, the development of man- 
gement control systems in enterprise security remains a sig- 
ificant challenge due to a serious lack of research and inno- 
ation. 

Socio-technical methods, which analyse relationships be- 
ween people and technologies in the design of organizational 
ystems, could be better means to prevent and cope with in- 
ider threats ( Sadok et al., 2020 ). This is because IE tends to be
yber-enabled, resulting in the limitation of technical security 
olutions. 

.1.4. Online social network 
any enterprises increasingly deploy public communication 

hannels for their employees to connect and interact with 

ne another, but information security threats to organiza- 
ions exposed by employees’ Online Social Networks (OSNs) 
sages are unheeded ( Liu and Bakici, 2019 ; Alimam et al.,
017 ). Braun and Esswein (2013) classify the identified corpo- 
ate risks in OSNs; and analyse their properties and interde- 
endencies in a risk catalog. Of course, as they stated that the 
atalog does not cover all risks, and thus needs to be extended 

o include, for three examples, i) counteractions of risks; ii) key 
gures for single risk factors; and iii) real benefits of imple- 
enting OSNs security control in enterprises (ibid.). 
More recently, Ekandjo et al. (2018) point out that the fol- 

owing inabilities might be challenging for organisations to 
ncounter: 

i) to draw a line between private and professional roles; 
ii) to influence employees to behave securely when using 

OSNs; 
ii) to control what employees do on OSNs outside the office; 

and 

v) to balance the use of OSNs and the need for robust infor- 
mation security. 
They further state that future research should be dedicated 

o how to best manage the risks of OSNs without restraining 
he positive side of OSNs usage. 

.2. Technical approaches in IE 

 tremendous amount of technical approaches to protect 
ntellectual property and confidential data are available, al- 
hough they are probably not introduced originally to combat 
E (e.g., Ahmad et al., 2019 ; Eckhart et al., 2019 ). Thus, the two
ey challenges to consider are: 

1) How do the latest techniques impact upon IE in order to 
potentially mitigate its related issues? 

2) Since no single approach could guarantee a complete im- 
munity to IE, how should multiple approaches operate ef- 
fectively with one another? 

From a technical perspective, Androulidakis and 

ioupakis (2016) provide a detailed discussion of means,
quipment and tools to intercept conversations, data, and 

elecommunications in the framework of IE and its coun- 
ermeasures. They state that effective protections against IE 
hould involve: i) legal aspects (e.g., patents, trade secrets); 
i) physical and IT security (e.g., equipment, software, and 

ardware); iii) IT governance (e.g., policies, roles, responsibili- 
ies, policy enforcement, auditing mechanisms); iv) financial 
estraints (e.g., budget); and v) training. Further, they argue 
hat the factors affecting the effectiveness of a protection 

trategy, include: i) the availability of alternatives; ii) the kind 

nd degree of protection on offer; and iii) cost and ultimate 
alue of this protection to its owner (ibid.). 

Recently, the application of blockchain has been pro- 
osed to resolve security and privacy related issues in the 
ontext of smart cities and digital economies. It has many 
dvantages, such as securer data transference, and bet- 
er anti-hacker encryption than any other existing deter- 
ents that are suitable for working as a potential risk mit- 
gation measure for IE ( Parn and Edwards, 2019 ). Mean- 

hile, Makhdoom et al. (2019) address that there are vari- 
us challenges faced by researchers in the secure adoption of 
lockchain in IoT. Thus, they call for more research on top- 
cs, including the lack of IoT centric consensus protocol; fi- 
ancial transaction validation rules; scalability; IoT device in- 

egration; protection of IoT devices against malware/remote 
ode execution attacks; secure and synchronized software up- 
rade; secure privacy-preserving computations and data ana- 
ytics; and integration of IoT communication protocols (ibid.).

Another interesting direction is to adopt artificial intelli- 
ence approaches to simulate and analyse espionage attacks,
n order to enhance capabilities of intrusion detection and 

ost event investigation. Parrend et al. (2018) present two main 

pproaches for tracking unknown and complex cyberattacks 
statistical analysis and machine learning. According to their 
urvey, approaches of intrusion detection systems are moving 
rom explicit expert rules and alert correlation proposals to 
ata mining and behaviour tracking of individual entities of 
he IT system. They point out several core challenges in secu- 
ity investigation, including: 
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1) difficulties in determining how to operate cyber-threat in-
telligence inside of an organisation and how to deal with
attackers who can access a similarly growing amount of
information; 

2) a lack of standard language to model abnormal behaviours;
and 

3) a lack of efficient tools to investigate highly encrypted traf-
fic to avoid the loss of important critical information (ibid.).

Henningsen et al. (2018) argue that insider attacker detec-
tion mechanisms based on machine learning techniques in
industrial wireless networks is a promising future research
area. Trusted communications among the monitoring nodes
play an important role in improving the accuracy of detec-
tion, which leads to in-depth considerations of various ideas,
e.g., quantification and computation of trust and trust rela-
tionships. 

5. Conclusion and further thoughts 

In conclusion, we have provided a comprehensive review of
current research in Industrial Espionage (IE). Particularly, we
have coined a working definition of IE after identifying its key
features; highlighted some key challenges after discussing the
current state-of-the-art of IE research; identified some possi-
ble trends in its future development. We have called for multi-
disciplinary and multi-agency collaborations among different
academic disciplines, as well as academia, industry, and even
governments, in order to establish more robust and ethical
IE countermeasures, especially prevention standards and best
practices. 

We have indicated that IE as a research area is less estab-
lished and multi-disciplinary. These two characteristics have
naturally led to a number of challenges in terms of conducting
research on IE, especially the following two: 

1) The lack of a standard definition. Various terms, including:
‘industrial espionage’; ‘commercial intelligence’; ‘compet-
itive intelligence’; ‘cyber espionage’; and ‘economic espi-
onage’… are frequently used interchangeably to describe a
set of business practices that are highly varied. 

2) The lack of research collaboration. IE related research
projects tend to be conducted sporadically, and in disci-
plinary silos. Consequently, there have not been normative
approaches critically analysing; and thus, building upon
one another’s work in the subject area. Hence, for re-
searchers first approaching this subject, existing discover-
ies seem to be unconnected; and the subject area itself ap-
pears to be much muddled and confused. 

A clear definition of IE is needed to avoid misunderstand-
ings, and thus directing future research projects to a clearer
trajectory. To this end, we have first clarified the two much-
debated business practices of Industrial Espionage (IE) and
Competitive Intelligence (CI) in order to distinguish accept-
able practices from unacceptable ones. Subsequently, based
on 15 current definitions of IE from various disciplines, we
have identified four key features of IE including i) method, ii)
intent, iii) actor, and iv) nature (each with its own condition);
and subsequently coined a working definition of IE. An activ-
ity could only be considered as – Industrial Espionage (IE) – if
and only if, all of its four features satisfy their conditions. 

Methodologically, our comprehensive Systematic Litera-
ture Review (SLR) with its robust literature search strategy is
necessary, since existing research projects on IE span across
many disciplines, including Computer Science; Philosophy;
Business and Management; Economics; Environment; Social
and Political Sciences; Mathematics; Cultural and Media Stud-
ies; and History. Further, these projects seem to be conducted
in isolated without any consideration of findings from pre-
vious research in other disciplines. We have also discovered
that many proposed theories on IE are either with no prov-
ing, or being verified in specific conditions, such as a lab set-
ting, a particular country, a specific company, etc. Neverthe-
less, in practice, strategies that are created in disciplinary silos
without taking other factors – be they human or technologi-
cal – into consideration are very likely to fail (cf. Tuptuk and
Hailes, 2018 ). 

Thus, in terms of future research, any research projects on
IE, especially on possible strategies to combat IE, would need
to i) cover both technological approaches and human factors;
and ii) consider their related practical constraints. Hence, col-
laborations between academia and industry are required to
verify performance efficiencies of theories in order to provide
strategies that are ethically sound, efficient, robust, reliable,
and cost effective. Further, preventative measures are more
effective than post IE disaster recovery measures, since it is
unrealistic to count on lawyers to recover losses from an IE;
meanwhile, awareness plays a major role in protecting busi-
nesses ( Kahn, 2019 ; Spindell, 2013 ). Thus, strategies to reduce
the cost of implementing preventative measures need to be
considered, especially in Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
(SMEs). In fact, Priporas (2019) claims that only large, multina-
tional, and international enterprises conduct Commercial In-
telligence (CI) activities in a professional fashion; whereas for
the vast majority of enterprises, is an immature field – with
many activities that could be considered as IE. This could be
attributed to many obstacles, including low security aware-
ness; inadequacies of formal education in CI; and financial
difficulties ( Priporas, 2019 ; Lee, 2014 ). Hence, multi-agency ap-
proaches, with financial and political supports from govern-
ments, are needed to overcome these obstacles; and thus,
enabling the healthy development of businesses, especially
SMEs (cf. Lee, 2014 ). 

Therefore, we have called for more multi-
disciplinary/multi-agency research on IE, especially these
of an empirical nature, in order to: i) test existing theories
widely in practice to verify the findings and insights; ii)
identify potential interdependencies and complementarities
in different IE related research areas; and iii) integrate various
approaches that consider both technological approaches and
human factors to construct a comprehensive framework
in order to combat IE. In fact, collaborative research on IE
is essential considering current increasingly rapid techno-
logical developments and challenging global commercial
environment. Collaborative investigations are required to
further explore potential roles of advanced technologies (e.g.,
blockchain, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Adversarial Machine
Learning (AML)) in combating IE; as well as their related
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egal/social/ethical implications in order to reflect both se- 
urity and privacy. More than ever, multi-disciplinary/multi- 
gency research on IE is essential to illuminate better prac- 
ices based on cultural and contextualised understandings of 
llegality and ethicality, as current differences in practices are 
aving major impacts upon the process of globalisation. 
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